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Studies of W ( −→ eν) boson prodution in ppinterations in the ATLAS experimentDimitra TSIONOULaboratoire d' Anney-le-Vieux de Physique desPartiules& University of She�eldRésuméCette note porte sur l'étude de la prodution desbosons W ave l'expériene ATLAS dans les intera-tions proton-proton à l'énergie de 7 TeV dans le entrede masse. Des ritères de séletion des événements
W −→ eν sont explorés ainsi que le développementd'une méthode permettant d'estimer les ontributionsdu bruit de fond QCD.1.1 W Physis and Parton Den-sity FuntionsAt leading order (LO), W prodution ours via theproess qq̄ −→ W . The momentum frations of the twopartiipating partons with respet to the initial protonare given by
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the W rapidity.
Parton density funtions (PDFs) are de�ned as theprobability of �nding a parton (valene quark, seaquark or gluon) with a momentum fration x at mo-mentum transfer Q2 within the proton. PerturbativeQCD provides the evolution for the parton densities asfuntions of Q2 (DGLAP equations) but not their ana-lyti forms as funtions of x. However, by extrapolatingthe struture funtions from one (x, Q2) to a di�erent

(x′, Q′2) we also extrapolate their errors. This resultsin large errors for the PDFs at non-measured (x, Q2)regions. [1℄At the Large Hadron Collider an asymmetry in theprodution rate of W+ (ud̄) and W− (ūd) is expetedsine it is a proton-proton ollider. The W asymmetry

an be de�ned as
AW =

dσ+

dηe

− dσ−

dηe

dσ+

dηe

+
dσ−

dηewhere dσ±/dηe
is the di�erential ross-setion of W± inbins of the pseudorapidity of the eletron of the deayproess. The W di�erential ross-setion measurementsas well as the W asymmetry an be used to onstrainthe parton density funtions and provide informationon the u and d quark PDFs for the low x-region pro-bed at LHC. An advantage of the W asymmetry mea-surement is that the unertainty from the gluon PDFanels out.

Fig. 1.1 � Top left plot : e+ deay rapidity spetrum fromCTEQ6.1 PDFs ; top right plot : e− deay rapidity spe-trum from CTEQ6.1 PDFs [2℄ ; bottom plot : eletron hargeasymmetry as measured with the �rst 315 nb−1 ATLASdata. Several theoretial preditions are superimposed [3℄1.2 Experimental Setup1.2.1 LHC and ATLASDuring the proton runs (April-November 2010) of theLarge Hadron Collider (LHC), ATLAS has olletedapproximately 50 pb−1 of data at the entre of massenergy √
s = 7 TeV.5



6 Nom de la sessionThe ATLAS detetor is a general multi-purpose de-tetor and as suh it onsists of an Inner Detetor (usedfor traking), an Eletromagneti and a Hadroni Ca-lorimeter (for energy reonstrution) and a Muon De-tetor (for muon identi�ation).The following subsetion will desribe the Liquid Ar-gon (LAr) alorimeter sine it plays an important rolein eletron detetion.
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Fig. 1.2 � The aordion and sampling struture of theEM Barrel Calorimeter showing the di�erene in granularitybetween the di�erent samplings. Its longitudinal segmenta-tion allows to look at the shower development [4℄1.2.2 Eletromagneti Calorimeter andDigital Signal ProessorThe ATLAS Liquid Argon Eletromagneti (EM)Calorimeter allows to reonstrut and identify the ele-trons and photons produed in eah ollision and tomeasure their energy and position. It is a lead � li-quid argon aordion-shaped sampling detetor whihonsists of approximately 200, 000 eletroni hannels.There are 4 Liquid Argon sub-detetors in ATLAS :the EM barrel, the EM end-ap, the hadroni end-ap(HEC) and the forward alorimeter (FCAL).The DSP (Digital Signal Proessor) is a part of theproessing units whih are housed on the Read-Out Dri-vers, an important part of the bak-end eletronis. TheDSP omputes the energy, signal timing and a qualityfator for eah detetor ell. In this way, it is possibleto store diretly high level information (ell energy andtime) rather than all the digital samples omposing theeletri signal reorded when a partile rosses the de-tetor.The energy is alulated for every LAr ell whilethere is a threshold for the time and quality fator om-putation. Taking into aount both the preision of themeasurement and the performane of the DSP, 4 energyranges are de�ned, eah one with a di�erent preision.The DSP plays an important role sine the energy re-onstrution of the eletrons is based on the ell energyomputation that takes plae on the DSP.

Energy range Energy [MeV ] ∆E [MeV ]1st E < 213 12nd 213 < E < 216 83rd 216 < E < 219 644th 219 < E < 222 512Tab. 1.1 � Preision of the DSP for the four di�erentenergy ranges de�ned1.3 W −→ eν Analysis1.3.1 Eletron Identi�ation and Isola-tionSeveral variables are used to identify eletrons andto distinguish them from bakground partiles (suhas hadrons, pions and photon onversions). In ATLASthere are three levels of identi�ation - loose, mediumand tight - that inlude alorimetri uts (lateral andlongitudinal shower shapes) as well as trak-mathinguts all set in a pT and η grid.Another powerful variable to selet W −→ eν events isthe alorimetri isolation. Isolation variables representthe ativity around the objet we are interested in. Weexpet the eletron oming from the W to be isolatedwhile the bakground eletron andidates from QCDproesses are not. This is beause of the fat that thisQCD bakground is due to jets faking eletrons or ele-trons from hadron deays that are in jets.1.3.2 Event SeletionThe seletion riteria for W −→ eν events inludeevent leaning, eletron and Emiss
T , mW

T uts.The event seletion uts require events that have pas-sed an appropriate trigger and have at least one goodreonstruted vertex.The eletron uts inlude the kinemati riteria :
• transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV and
• pseudorapidity up to |η| < 2.5 (exluding the rakregion of the detetor between the barrel and theend-ap)In addition, tight identi�ation is applied in order todistinguish between eletrons and other partiles.Sine the ν esapes the detetion, there is missingtransverse energy in W events. The ut on the Emiss

T(Emiss
T > 25 GeV ) is a powerful ut in this ase. Lastly,a ut on the transverse mass of the W (mW

T > 40 GeV )is used in order to have a leaner sample.After all these seletion riteria, a lean sampleis obtained where the signal to bakground ratio is
S/B ≈ 15.1.3.3 Eletron Shower Shapes

W −→ eν is a lean signal therefore the seleted eventsan be used to ompare the alorimetri response ofeletrons in data and Monte Carlo. Sine the abovedesribed analysis ontains alorimetri uts, we havedeveloped alternative seletion riteria in order to study



Dimitra TSIONOU 7the longitudinal and lateral shower shapes of the e fromthe W deay. In this method, the eletron seletion re-lies mostly on Inner Detetor variables rather than a-lorimetri ones.More preisely in this analysis, the same uts on themomentum, missing transverse energy and transversemass are applied but instead of the e tight identi�a-tion, loose identi�ation is used. In addition, we requirea minimum number of hits for eah sub-detetor of theATLAS Inner Detetor and that the eletron is isolated.In Figure 1.3 a slight disrepany between data andMonte Carlo an be seen on the width of the eletro-magneti shower as well as on the E/p ratio. As far asthe width of the shower is onerned, part of the e�etis due to a simpli�ation on the desription of the LAreletrodes on the Monte Carlo. Further investigation isongoing to fully understand this disrepany. The di�e-rene on the plot of the E/p ratio is due to a alibratione�et.

Fig. 1.3 � The top �gure shows the width of the eletroma-gneti shower. The shower width is broader on the data inomparison to the Monte Carlo ; The bottom piture showsthe ration E/p. The reason for this disrepany is explainedon the text1.4 Bakground EstimationIn order to ompute the W ross-setion, the numberof bakground events has to be evaluated. There are twodi�erent soures of bakground for the W −→ eν han-nel. One is the QCD bakground and the other inludeseletroweak proesses. While the eletroweak proessesare fairly well-known, the QCD bakground needs tobe determined with (semi)data-driven methods.1.4.1 Eletroweak BakgroundThe eletroweak proesses ontributing to the
W −→ eν bakground are mainly the Z −→ ee and

W −→ τν. Sine they are fairly well-known (the uner-tainty on σ ·BR is of the level of 5% for both proesses),in order to study their e�et on the signal Monte Carlogenerated samples are used. After all the seletion utsare applied, the Z −→ ee ontribution is negligible (only
3 %�) while W −→ τν is the most signi�ant eletroweakbakground as it amounts to 2.5% of the signal.1.4.2 QCD Bakground EstimationIn this study we use the following method to estimatethe QCD bakground. The number of andidate eventsafter the analysis is

NWcand = NW + NQCD (1.1)and by adding an additional ut
N cut

Wcand = ǫsig · NW + ǫQCD · NQCD (1.2)From the equations 1.1 and 1.2 the neessary quantitiesto measure in order to alulate the number of QCDandidates NQCD are :
• the numbers of W andidate events before and af-ter the additional ut NWcand and N cut

Wcand obtai-ned from the ut-�ow of our analysis,
• the signal e�ieny ǫsig measured on Z −→ eeevents using Tag&Probe and
• the QCD e�ieny ǫQCD.To measure the ǫQCD, it is essential to selet a signal-free QCD sample whih is similar to the one that passesthe W −→ eν seletion riteria.One all these quantities are measured, the NQCDan be alulated using the following formula

NQCD =
ǫsig · NWcand − N cut

Wcand

ǫsig − ǫQCD

(1.3)The additional ut that is used in this study is theeletron alorimetri isolation.1.4.3 QCD Bakground SampleAs mentioned previously in order to measure the
ǫQCD it is neessary to selet a QCD sample similarto the signal. For this reason the same uts as in the
W −→ eν analysis are applied with the exeption ofusing e medium identi�ation instead of tight and re-versing the Emiss

T ut.With this method, a signal-freeQCD sample is indeed seleted (only 3% ontaminationfrom the eletroweak proesses Z −→ ee, W −→ eν and
W −→ τν).After seleting the bakground sample and applyingthe additional isolation ut, the e�ieny of the isola-tion ut ǫQCD an be measured on this QCD sample.

NWcand N cut
Wcand ǫsig ǫQCD

9901 ± 100 9522 ± 98 0.984 ± 0.006 0.491 ± 0.002Tab. 1.2 � Quantities used in the NQCD alulation andtheir orresponding values
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Fig. 1.4 � The top plot shows the Emiss
T vs eletron isola-tion distribution for the W −→ eν andidates in data whilethe bottom plot shows the same distribution for the QCDsample we have seleted and W −→ eν Monte Carlo. It isapparent that there is a similar orrelation in both samplesUsing the numbers shown on Table 1.2 and the for-mula 1.3, we an alulate the number of QCD events

NQCD = 447 ± 120(stat). This result is in agreementwith other methods.1.5 ConlusionsIn this note, two alternative methods for seleting
W −→ eν events have been studied, both providing agood S/B ratio. One of these gives us the opportunityto study the eletron alorimetri shower shapes thusproviding useful information on the understanding ofthe detetor response.Furthermore, two di�erent soures of bakground forthis proess have been studied : the eletroweak andthe QCD bakground. For the eletroweak we rely onthe Monte Carlo desription while we have developeda data-driven method to estimate the amount of QCDbakground.Référenes[1℄ A.Trioli, Parton Densities at the LHC (arXiv :hep-ex/0808.2579v1)[2℄ A.M.Cooper-Sarkar, Low-x physis and W and Zprodution at the LHC (arXiv :hep-ph/0512228v1)[3℄ The ATLAS Collaboration, Measurement of the

W −→ lν and Z/γ∗ −→ ll prodution ross setionsin proton-proton ollisions at √s = 7 TeV with theATLAS detetor (arXiv :1010.2130v1)[4℄ ATLAS Collaboration. ATLAS Calorimeter Perfor-mane. Tehnial report, 1997
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